
LA CIMBALI ELECTIVE
ITEM No.

Model options:
qLA CIMBALI ELECTIVE  
qLA CIMBALI ELECTIVE AUTOTAMPER

Standard equipment:
1.5Kg hopper

Optional extras:
qStandard tamper
qStandard knock out draw
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Advanced on-demand grinder-doser

Features:
Impeccable quality in the cup! To guarantee the finest quality in the cup 
and maximum flexibility, we created Elective so that it could interface 
with the most advanced La Cimbali machines.

• Easy-to-use and better performance - A compact design featuring
elegant shaping comes together with a new Inverter motor to bring
about definitive change in the way we view grinding as a concept.
The contained dimensions of Elective are designed to ensure optimal
use in small spaces and improve the aesthetics of the bar or counter.
The hopper is perfectly balanced and can be located safely on any
worktop. This small detail in fact makes all the difference, making it
easier to refill Elective and simpler to clean and control.

• Customisable touch screen - The 4.3” touch-screen display is
easy to use and completely customisable. This starts with the look,
the appearance, which is left to the discretion of the barista.
But there’s more: in just a few steps, you can adjust the Elective
grinding settings to ensure you get the result you want, every single
time. The barista is also responsible for selecting and configuring
programmes, while a set of pre programmed settings is also provided.

• The perfect coffee - The motor of the grinder, for example, is
equipped with a low-energy consumption inverter, which ensures
consistent standards over time, even during intense levels of use in
peak times. On top of that, the ventilation system used by Elective is
able to keep the temperature of the grinder, beans and ground coffee
constant, thus ensuring that the resultant coffee is both unaltered and
un-compromised.

• Elective Autotamper - Autotamper is the tool that guarantees
tamping precision every time. User friendly and intuitive, with the
Autotamper you can grind and tamp coffee with the same product for
the best quality result. Time saving, space optimization, consistency
and ergonomic are the key words of the AT Technology.

• Perfect Grind System (PGS) - Thanks to the bluetooth system
integrated in the grinder, La Cimbali M26 TE traditional espresso
equipment (Bluetooth & Wi-Fi enabled) can communicate with
Elective to consistently guarantee perfect coffee grinding, partly 
thanks to PGS technology.
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LA CIMBALI ELECTIVE AUTOTAMPER



LA CIMBALI ELECTIVE ELECTIVE ELECTIVE AUTOTAMPER

External dimensions (WxDxH) 194 x 368 x 510  mm

Weight 19 Kg

Grinder type / burr dia. Flat grindstones / 64 mm

Grinder R.P.M. 1450 RPM

Grinder adjustment Manual or via PGS system (where available)

Output 4.1 g/sec

Hopper capacity 1.5 Kg

Autotamper system NO YES

Voltage 230v / 50Hz / 1Ph

Installed power 320 W

Circuit breaker/fuse 5 amp

Power socket 13 amp (1P+N+E)

ITEM No.Advanced on-demand grinder-doser
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Section view - dimensions in mm (inches):

LA CIMBALI ELECTIVE

FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW
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